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What’s a market?



The "Double-spending" problem
"Double-spending is the result of successfully 

spending some money more than once."



source: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/4268195/





source: https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf



BITCOIN ≠ BLOCKCHAIN





source: Scott Adams' Dilbert



source: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/11/how-will-blockchain-technology-transform-financial-services/



[DEMO]
https://anders.com/blockchain/



1. Address (public keys) + Wallet (private keys)
2. Transactions / Contracts
3. Blocks
4. Ledger
5. Consensus Network + Consensus Algorithm

BLOCKCHAIN / BITCOIN COMPONENTS



source: https://monax.io/explainers/blockchains/



source: envisioning.io/money



1. Fancy name: “Distributed Ledger”
2. CAP Theorem:

a. “It’s impossible for a distributed data store to 
simultaneously provide more than two out of the 
following three guarantees: consistency, 
availability, and partition tolerance.”

BUT... IT’S “JUST” A DATABASE



Game Theory
"The primary role of blockchains are to solve 
coordination problems among multilateral 

agreements between a network of 
participants."

source: https://bravenewcoin.com/assets/Whitepapers/OmiseGO-Whitepaper.pdf



source: https://blockgeeks.com/guides/proof-of-work-vs-proof-of-stake/



APPLICATIONS



source: https://ethereum.org/

ETHEREUM

“Ethereum is a decentralized platform that runs smart 
contracts: applications that run exactly as 
programmed without any possibility of downtime, 
censorship, fraud or third party interference.”



GOLEM

“Golem is a global, open sourced, decentralized 
supercomputer that anyone can access. It's made up 
of the combined power of user's machines, from 
personal laptops to entire datacenters.”

source: https://golem.network/



NUMERAI

“Machine learning competitions are susceptible to 
intentional overfitting. Numerai proposes Numeraire, a 
new cryptographic token that can be used in a novel 
auction mechanism to make overfitting economically 
irrational.”

source: https://numer.ai/



OMISEGO

“OmiseGO is a public Ethereum-based financial 
technology for use in mainstream digital wallets, that 
enables real-time, peer-to-peer value exchange and 
payment services agnostically across jurisdictions and 
organizational silos, and across both fiat money and 
decentralized currencies.” 

source: https://omg.omise.co/



1. Adoption / Regulation
2. Scalability
3. Energy consumption (when PoW)
4. Vulnerabilities:

a. Social engineering
b. 51% attack, sybil attack and such
c. Bugs

CHALLENGES



VULNERABILITIES

// constructor - just pass on the owner array to the 
// multiowned and the limit to daylimit  
function initWallet(address[] _owners, uint _required, 
uint _daylimit) {    
  initDaylimit(_daylimit);  
  initMultiowned(_owners, _required);  
}



VULNERABILITIES

function() payable {
  // just being sent some cash?
  if (msg.value > 0)
    Deposit(msg.sender, msg.value);
  else if (msg.data.length > 0)
    _walletLibrary.delegatecall(msg.data);
}



EXPLOIT ADDRESS



WHITE HAT GROUP



WHITE HAT GROUP ADDRESS



FIXED COMMIT



source: https://medium.com/@micheledaliessi/how-does-the-blockchain-work-98c8cd01d2ae



source: xkcd.com/538



Old concepts, new tool
"The two differentiators of DLT in my opinion: (a) the 

control of the read/write access is truly decentralized 
and not logically centralized as for other distributed 

databases, and corollary (b) the ability to secure 
transactions in competing environments, without 

trusted third parties."

source: https://medium.com/@sbmeunier/e63d00781118



Decentralized, but trust is still needed
"While one of the most important features of 

blockchains is removing the need for trusted third 
parties, most people don't have the time or 

background to thoroughly evaluate the software, 
which means that trust is still needed: trust in the 

developers of the project, or someone else capable of 
evaluating the software."

source: https://medium.com/@neha/9a6a9ddc4367



Not a jack-of-all-trades
"Blockchain is not a general-purpose solution for 

everything. It should be considered as an enabler to 
creating new decentralized services and solving 

specific business problems (such as the double-spend 
problem in trustless P2P environments for the brilliant 

Bitcoin)."

source: https://medium.com/@sbmeunier/e63d00781118



Questions?

www.magrathealabs.com



https://www.meetup.com/
Joinville-Blockchain-Meetup
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